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Abstract 
 

This article presents the nature of gravity induced electromagnetic field for 

accelerated mass as an extension of the Theory of dynamic gravitational 

electromagnetism. It is also shown that a mass particle for its acceleration can 

radiates electromagnetic energy like the accelerated charge particle. But the 

outcome of directional radiation energy is vanishingly small compare to radiation 

from a charge particle like electron, where in typical case it is almost low enough 

in the order of ~10��� from the usual electro-dynamical electromagnetic 

radiation. But at the consequence there is an enough scope to probe the extreme 

cases where the high energy cosmic gamma rays generate.   

 
Keywords: accelerated mass, gravity, field tensors, electromagnetism, radiation, 

electron 

 

Introduction  

The experience about the radiation from a charge particle is well-known to us 

when we look at the Coolidge tube for generation of x-ray or for the radiation 

coming from particle accelerator like Synchrotron. In every case the main cause 

of generation of radiation comes from accelerated charge particles. The finding of 

gravity induced electromagnetism from the Theory of dynamic gravitational 

electromagnetism (TDGEM) [1] describes how uniformly moving mass can 

originate electromagnetic field and it is so far applicable for the origin of 

magnetic field of the large celestial bodies [1] to the creation of charge for the 

subatomic particles [2].But the theory is still not complete yet as it doesn’t give 

the information about the induced field for the accelerating mass particles. Here  
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in the following sections we will be interested using the notion of radiation from 

accelerated charge, whether accelerated mass could radiate electromagnetic 

energy or not.  

Now let us have to find the nature of induced electromagnetic field theoretically 

for the non-uniformly moving mass particle which must have some variation of 

four vectors related to four velocities unlike the uniformly moving mass particle 

as of TDGEM [1].  

 

2. The field tensors for the non-uniformly moving mass particle 

 

    The field tensors using the four potentials	�	
3,1,5� are 

                                 �	� � ���
�

��� �
���
����                                              (1) 

                Where the electromagnetic four potentials as defined by TDGEM 

                                  	�	 � �����	�	                                                 (2) 

                Where ���	the extra potential [2] and	�	 the four velocities [1, 6] 

Using (1) and (2) for non-uniformly moving mass particle field tensor comes to 

            �	� � ��� !"���� �� � �� !"�
��� �	� # ����� ��$

�

��� �
�$�

��� �               (3) 

From equation (3) the term in the first square bracket is as usual as gravity 

induced electromagnetic field tensors for a uniformly moving mass[1] the second 

term with square bracket gives an additional contribution to the induced field 

over the value of uniformly moving point mass. 

 

3. The useful parameters for accelerated mass particle 

 

In the following Fig1.an observer at the field point(P) in present time(t) can have 

the information about the moving source(S) only for its retarded position and 

time(t′).Here the corresponding field at the field at the field point will be given in 

terms of the retarded value of the moving object’s velocity and 

acceleration[1,5,7] 

           Here retarded velocity of the source,			'()'*) � +                              (4) 
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                          And retarded acceleration,  
',()
'*), � +-                               (5) 

                          But from Fig.1,  ( � (. � ()                                         (6) 

                     (. ( � 0(. � ()1. 0(. � ()1                                     (7) 

 

 

                                 S  023′, t′1                           
                                                 ( 

                        (′                                              

                                                                                P  023, t1 
                                      (.                

              O 023 � 01  
                                        Fig1. 

Fig1. The retarded position of source S  023′, t′1 respect to field point P 023, t1at 

the present time 

 

Retarded velocity of source with respect to the fixed observer or field point 

                                     45657)8�9
� � (.+

6                                                    081	

Also	retarded	distance	′F′	is	traversed	by	the	information	signal	with	optical	
velocity	in	the	time	difference0P � P)1		 
                                Hence,   F � Q0P � P)1                                           091	
Differentiating partially (9) with respect to present time t 

56
57 �

56
57)

�*)
�* � Q 41 � �*)

�*8  

Implying equation (8) 

                           or                    � (.+
6

�*)
�* � Q 41 � �*)

�* 8  
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              Introducing,     S � F � (.+
T ,

�
�* �

6
U
�
�*)                          0101 

      Also as the gradient at the field point need to be carried for the constant 

present time (t) then using (9)  

      VF � �QVP′                                                 (11) 

   Since the retarded position(r) of the source relative to field point is function of 

both field point and retarded time (P′) then 

  
560�9,7)1
5�9

� 4565�987) # 45657)8�9
. 5*)5�9

                           (12) 

          Then using equations (11) and (12) 

                                 VF � �QVP′ � V)F � (.+
6 Vt′                        (13)  

          Vt) � � (
UT                                                     (14) 

 

4. The Gravity induced Electric field for the accelerated point 

mass 

 

    From equation (3) the transformed field tensors 

                �WX � ��� !"�
��Y �X � �� !"�

��Z �W� # ����� ��$
Z

��Y �
�$Y

��Z�             (15) 

Where ‘i’ stands for the spatial parts and ‘0’ is for temporal part 

Using,  �X � [Q	, 			�W � [\W 	, 		]2X � Q]P  with this �WX � � ^_
T  [2, 5] in 

equation (15) we have 

∑ �WX�
Wab 	� ∑ ��� !"���Y 0[Q1 � �� !"�

T�* �[\W���
Wab # ∑ ����� ��

0cT1
��Y �

��cdY�
T�* ��

Wab       

(16) 

                Equation (16) gives the first term in the square bracket just the induced 

field4� efgY
T 8for a uniformly moving mass particle with retarded velocity (u) 

which already have given in TDGEM [1] but the second additional contribution 

to the electric field4� ehij
T 8 need to be calculated where 

                                      �	eT � � efgY
T � ehij

T                                                  (17) 
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                       Now,    � ehij
T � ����� �V0[Q1 � �0c+1

T�7 �                                 (18) 

                                � ehij
T� !"�

� V0[Q1 � 6
UT
�0c+1
�7)                                             (19) 

                                                      [ � 41 � d,
T,8

�_,
 

                                                   V[ � V 41 � d,
T,8

�_,
 

                                             � � b
k 41 �

d,
T,8

�l, V41 � m.m
n, 8	 

                                              � b
k
cl
T, V0+. +1                                       (20) 

                                                        Using vector algebra [5, 8] 

                               V0+. +1 � 2
+ p 0V p +1 # 0m. V1m�                              (21) 

                                                  Since	+ is function of retarded time0t′1 

                                             V p m0t)1 � �qrst. û 4
5wx
57y

57y
5�z

8                      

                                               0V p +1 � �+- p Vt′                                         (22) 

                                       Also,	0m. V1m � uW 57
y

5�9
5m
57y 

                                                              � 0m. Vt′1+-                                           (23)   

                                      Using (21), (22) and (23) in (20) 

                                                 V[ � cl
T, 
�+ p 0+- p Vt′1 # 0m. Vt′1+- �            (24) 

Now from equation (14) putting Vt) � � (
UT  the equation (24) reduces to 

                                                  V[ � cl
T, �

(
UT 0+. +- 1�                                           (25) 

From equation (19) using (25) 

           � ehij
T� !"�

� V0[Q1 � 6
UT
�0c+1
�7) � cl

UT, (0+. +- 1 �
6
UT .

cl
T, +0+. +- 1 �

c6
UT +-          (26)     

                                     But,	[�kQk � Qk � 0+. +1 
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           � ehij
T� !"�

� cl
UTl |(0+. +- 1Q � F+0+. +- 1 # F+- 0+. +1 � FQk+-- }                    (27)  

Now the extra potential����� from TDGEM in terms of retarded potential 

�� � ~�
6 , gives 

       ����� � �� (.+6T �
~�
6 4(.+6T 8                                                                (28) 

          G	  is the gravitational constant and  �  is the mass of the particle. 

From equations (27) and (28)  

                 e�'U � ~�cl
UT, 4(.+6T 8 
+ p 0+ p +- 1 # Qk+ �- (�0+. +- 1Q�                       (29) 

This equation (29) shows that e�'U~ b
6  unlike from TDGEM  ed�W~ b

6, 

Now from the concept of electrical energy in free medium�X�kover a large 

sphere [7] for the condition ed�W~ b
6, leads ∮ b

6� .
��
X,6→� Fk�Ω � 0 vanishes, so field 

component for uniform retarded velocity doesn’t contribute in radiation but 

for		e�'U~ b
6 gives  ∮ b

6, .
��
X,6→� Fk�Ω � 0,doesn’t vanish hence we may confer  

e�'U	as e6�'	the radiative field for the electrical energy. 

 

5. The Gravity induced Magnetic field for the accelerated point 

mass 

 

Further from equation (3) the tensors responsible for the magnetic field are 

                �W� � ��� !"���Y �� � �� !"�
��� �W� # ����� ��$

�

��Y �
�$Y

����                         (30) 

Using the same notion as of equation (15) the total magnetic field 

                            � � �d�W #��'U                                                           (31) 

                              ��'U � �����
V p 0[+1�                                                    (32) 

                          
�hij
� !"�

� V[ p + # [V p +                                                   (33) 

Putting the value from the relation (24)	V[ � cl
T, 
�+ p 0+- p Vt′1 # 0m. Vt′1+- �  

and using 
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0V p +1 � �+- p Vt) , equation (33) comes to   

 

                
�hij
� !"�

� cl
T, 
�+ p 0+- p Vt′1 # 0m. Vt′1+- � 		p + � [0+- p Vt)1      (34) 

                                   Further using (14)	Vt) � � (
UT   in equation (34) 

                
�hij
� !"�

� cl
T, �

(
UT 0+. +- 1� p + � [ 4+- p (

UT8 

                         � cl
UTl ( p 
0+. +- 1+ # [�kQk+- � 

                                      But,	[�kQk � Qk � 0+. +1 
�hij
� !"�

� cl
UTl ( p 
+0+. +- 1 � +- 0+. +1 # Qk+- �                            (35) 

Ultimately using the same notion as in the preceding section the additional 

gravity induced magnetic field contributes to radiation and from (35)  

                �6�' � ~�cl
UTl 4(.+6T 8 (� p 
+ p 0+ p +- 1 # Qk+- �                          (36) 

Now without any loss of generality of equation (36) we can introduced an extra 

term�(�0+. +- 1Q in the square bracket such that the cross product with position 

vector does not hampered the actual induced magnetic radiation field. 

�6�' � ~�cl
UTl 4(.+6T 8 (� p 
+ p 0+ p +- 1 # Qk+ �- (�0+. +- 1Q�       (37) 

 From equations (29) and (37) the expected form for the radiative magnetic fields 

is 

                                �(�� �	(� p e(��
T                                                        (38) 

 

6. The gravity induced electromagnetic radiation from 

accelerated mass 

 

Now in usual non-relativistic case when \ ≪ Q	and +	and		+- 	are in same direction 

the electric field radiation from (29) will be  

                                e6�' � ~�d
6T cos � +-                                                   (39)               
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               Using (38) the power radiative  Poynting flux � � � p � ,the directional 

rate of loss of energy[7] at retarded time from the source in an elementary solid 

angle	�Ω gives  

                       � '$0�1
'*) �Ω � 0� p �1. (� '*

'*) F
k�Ω 

                         Where,	� � �XQ�� and angle between + and (	 is  � 

                                         � �XQ�k U
6 F

k���k��Ω                                      (40)    

Ultimately the directional gravitational electromagnetic radiation from equations 

(39) and (40) gives 

                       � '$0�1
'*) ⎸� �  Z~,

T �k\k\- kQ¡�k����k�                             (41) 

                                    Here   �° � 8.856 p 10�bkF/m 

                                               G~6.674 p 10�bb	S. I. ©��	Q �3p 10ªm/s 

           For the electron the directional radiation [5, 7] due to its electric charge e 

with the same parameters and conditions as of (41) give 

� '$0�1
'*) ⎸« � ¬,

b�, ZTl
\- k���k�                                                   (42) 

                                    Comparing (41) and (42) for  

  
'$0�1
'*) ⎸� � 4�� Zn®�dn¯°�

¬ 8
k
. '$0�1'*) ⎸«                                       (43) 

Thus under the same conditions an electronic mass � � 9.1 p 10��bKg,			even if 

\ is in the order of light velocity then the maximum directional radiation is less 

by order of  4�� Zn®�d
¬ 8

k
~10��� times from the usual electromagnetic radiation 

of electron.  

 

7. Conclusion 

Throughout the preceding sections following TDGEM [1] the way to describe the 

origin of radiation for the accelerated mass particle is a matter of debate .From 

the last relation (43) the gravity induced electromagnetic radiation is very low 

compare to usual radiation for the case of electron. But there is enough scope for 

massive accelerated particles to shake off measureable amount energy as 

electromagnetic radiation owing to equation (41), which could be the probe in the  
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even unknown extreme cases [4] for the generation of the high energy cosmic 

gamma rays.   
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